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A draft constitution in Romania would give parliament greater powers. [Octavian Cocolos/SETimes]
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Romanians debate proposed draft constitution
20/07/2013

Critics say the proposal makes parliament an all-powerful body that violates separation of powers and undermines democratic principles.

By Paul Ciocoiu for Southeast European Times in Bucharest -- 20/07/13

Recommend 5 people recommend this. Be the first of your friends.

A proposed new Romanian constitution that reduces the powers of the president is
stirring debate in Bucharest, less than a year after the ruling Social-Liberal Union (USL)
coalition tried to impeach President Traian Basescu during the worst political crisis in the
country's post-communist history.

The draft constitution has a number of controversial provisions, including those placing
significant limits on the executive's powers. For example, the president must appoint a
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prime minister proposed by the party that receives the most votes in an election.

Many suspect USL's inability to form a government at the time, because of Basescu's
unwillingness to appoint the current prime minister, Victor Ponta, is largely behind the
proposed change.

"The constitutional changes are good, necessary for the future because they guarantee
us fundamental rights and fix things that have proven wrong over time," Ponta said.

The new constitution stipulates the prime minister will represent Romania in the EU
bodies -- most notably in the European Council -- which contravenes last year's
constitutional court decision that the president should do so.

In addition, suspected corruption cases may not be submitted to the constitutional court
for review -- a particularly useful tool in fighting corruption among MPs in the past -- unless the entire parliament agrees. Parliament will also have the last word on whether criminal
investigations against ministers should be instigated.

"The parliament will really turn into a superpower and a court of law, a supreme investigative forum, which contravenes the principle of separation of powers. Also, the president is taken out of
the executive branch where he belongs, which is abnormal," Septimius Pirvu, good governance specialist at the Expert Forum think-tank in Bucharest, told SETimes.

The draft constitution stipulates the parliament would remain a bi-cameral body with a chamber of deputies and a senate. The stipulation contravenes a 2009 referendum when more than two
thirds of Romanians supported a unicameral parliament and reducing the number of MPs to 300.

Basescu vowed to call another referendum if the ruling majority ignores the original referendum's result.

Some bloggers seized on the draft constitution's provision to reduce the number of voters to initiate a referendum from 50 to 30 percent of registered voters. An initiative put to a referendum
must receive the majority of the 25 percent of valid votes.

"No democracy takes a decision based on one eighth of the presumed votes...namely 2.25 million votes out of the 18 million registered voters," blogger Stefan Vlaston (http://stefan-
vlaston.blogspot.ro/2013/05/democratie-marca-usl-viitoarea.html) said.

"Behind the 2 million votes, partly fraudulent or bought, USL can impose any constitutional proposals. Two million citizens cannot decide on behalf of 18 million voters," he said.

"Since we have had two constitutions in post-communist Romania, in 1991 and 2003, which passed by the 50 percent margin, when you have a third one being pushed through with half of
that quorum, this leads to a lack of legitimacy issue," Pirvu added.

An amendment to the constitution also reintroduces Romania's coat of arms on the country's flag, which had been a "plain" three-color flag since the anti-communist revolution in 1989.
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"Another change is the reintroduction, 23 years since the fall of communism, of the coat of arms on the national flag. Let us all remember the flags with holes in the middle as symbols of
freedom in 1989," blogger Claudia Boghicevici said.

Many argued the proposed amendments to the constitution will not solve problems but make them worse and at the same time infringe upon democratic principles.

"This is a draft written by a parliamentary committee in less than two weeks with no transparency and with no reputed constitution expert joining the debates." Pirvu said.

Do you have concerns about Romania draft constitution? Share your opinion in the comments space.
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